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LIFE WITH THE 926th 
Richmond Army Air Base, famous for much, added to its glory on 
20 June 1943 by being designated the home of the second 926th Engineer 
Aviation Regiment (there had been an earlier one at March field, 
California). After that, nothing happened to the regiment until 28 June, 
when the first personnel began streaming in from the 928th Regiment, 
the 805th, 187Sth, 1896th and 1897th Engineer Aviation Battalions, from 
the first Air force, from the 939th Camoufiage Battalion. 
for the next few weeks the company acted like the next best thing 
to a repple depp!e, with literally hundreds of men coming in , answering 
once or twice to 1st Sgt Lyons' bull-roar, then moving along. Except a 
few whn held on and stuck. Even the officers flew in and out, Lt. Stie-
gele, Lt. Levkoff, Dr. Bernarkewicz. 
Because it was alerted for overseas movement the day it was acti-
vated, the 926th founct itself always in a steady turmoil. Because it was 
coming over as a Iiq and Serv Co, more than as a Re.giment, all the 
officers had to double up on their jobs, filling both company and regi-
mental positions. Captain Jaffe was CO of both the company and the 
regiment. 
Because of this alert, too, the "pass, leave and furlough" situation 
was tight. Some who qualified "expert" got their two-day passes, and 
everyone in the company was supposed to have a three day pass. Sad 
though, were those who, stopping to pick up their passes, only had them 
torn up - "Too far for four days". (Remember, Whitey?). 
In between passes, though, came a hectic refresher in basic, four 
weeks per man. It even included a little marine drill, by Lt Chicazola. 
But invariably two squads got going one way, and two the other way 
and never the twain could meet, without falling out and in again. Then, 
too, special machine gun firing at Virginia Beach, accompanied by 
heroic rescues of the drowning machine gunners, helped keep all busy, 
and the little walk the company took, one day, for a rest and a 
S\virn, only to find after a long hike that the "lake" was a mud puddle 
two feet deep. 
But despite the air raid practices, the endless checks to see that 
none had a plastic top for his canteen, and the ten-hour train ride for 
pass-men from Richmond to Washington, the company was finally 
ready. Or if not ready, it was going anyway, by train to Camp Shanks 
on the night of 14 August, followed by a hurried 4 days of rechecking. 
And then, at midnight, the long, almost endless march, loaded dowr: 
with full iield packs plus barracks bags, from the barracks at Camp 
Shanks to the train, 1:00 A.M., 20 August 1943. From the train, loading 
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again up on to the ferry. Afler crossing the Hudson, the colored band's 
greeting with "Alexander's Rag Time Band". Prom the ferry it was up 
the long stairs to the pier, on to the Queen. The Lizzie; B deck, that is 
B deck with bunks half the time - seagazing the other half. 
But the Queen made her regulation crossing, with her regulation 
rumors, and arrived safely at Gourock, Scotland. Greeted by the Scots 
Red Cross with tea and cakes, the company disembarked, 26 August, 
via lighters, to the shores of the River Clyde and a waiting tra~n. After 
a twenty hour trip through the miniature, green country of England, 
they unloaded at Bury St.Edmuncls, to move four miles to Honington 
Airfield, fionington, Suffolk. 
The company was met at Oourock by Lt Col Dougan, who accom-
panied it back to fionington, where he had a new staff of officers picked. 
It was also met at fionington by a gentle rain, which continued thru 
most of the first week they were there, prompting Lt I(ohnert's brief 
description, "Rough". 
Rough, indeed, to many, seemed life out in the tents, out in the 
middle of nowhere. Tents where breakfast was a "hat meal", because 
it was too cold to take your hat off to eat; tents where it warmed up 
enough by noon to cause the first of a series of "Battles of the Bees" 
But the company soon built itself up out of the mud, into "American 
Pre-fabricated fiuts." It was possible, though difficult, to get down to 
the base to the movies, or to the Red Cross for doughnuts and coffee. 
We built a road past the mess hall to the Motor Pool, although at least 
three men (including one officer) walked through it before it had set. 
We survived inspections by the John C. H. Lee, always ending up 
with coffee at the mess hall. 
As a regiment, we were very busy. with seven bajtalions, and jobs 
on at least thirty-three fields. The supply department took care of con-
struction materials for fionington Airdrome, besides the company supply 
and special problems from the Battalions. Its four telephones were 
always busy; trucks wandered to the four corners of the United King-
dom; the narrow streets and crooked, signless ·roads became familiar 
to the drivers, a<; did the custom of driving with · almost no lights 
through a dreary, lightless country. And on the wrong side of the road. 
The company, itself, was given jobs of construction - huts at Ruf-
fing, at Rattlesden, I(nettishal, Snetterton Heath, Great Ashfield. Surveys 
were made for drainage at G23, for Lighting for night flying at 
Deopham Green. Paces began to change - Lt fiamlen, Lt. Davies, Capt 
Jaffe, Lt Dean out, Lt Arehart, Lt Arnold, Capt Saari, Capt Whitt, 
newcomers. Mitchell ·wright off to cartoon for Yank, Sgt Stonehill out; 
Fandel with all his expectations of going home, off to cook for 8th 
District, Sgt. Lyons finally "bellered" his last", OK you pencil pushing 
, 
chairborne commandoes." There was the case of the rank that went 
only part way off its rockers, but Sgt Turso went out to construction 
supervision. Incoming, though, was Sgt Moran from the 819th. Bn. Bury 
St. Edmonds was the local Pub-furnisher, with many a fog-bound trip 
back home. Cambridge became the mecca of all the steady time-offers, 
except tho"se that took theirs as a "delay in route" at Leicester. London 
was not completely inaccessible, as witness those who were slightly 
delayed in getting back . from there. 
Meanwhile, events of interest took place: the first air raids, with 
great whistle blowing, running and shouting, and Godsey landing in the 
garbage pit instead of the shelter. Bartlett's six by six (truck, 21/2 ton) 
liad an encounter with a B-17 which had lost its brakes, and thereby 
lost its prop. Another air raid sent Sgt Guzik to inquire if there was 
anyone in a particular tent, and the reply "No" satisfied him so that he 
went to rout out the sleepers in the riext tent. And, too, he who was 
told to "Blow it out" had it blown back in again, with proper words of 
apology, before the entire company. Thus Sgt Lyons' equanimity 
was restored. 
One way or another, in work or play, the time went by. The 
JedicatiOn parade took place at Iionington, on a field that had never 
been inoperational, in a fog which hid the reviewers from the reviewed. 
It did afford those reviewing a good study of how to get out of Parade 
formation, as the vehicles performed that duty directly in front of 
the reviewing stand. 
The asphalt iobs were carried out, at Iiorsham, Framlingham, East 
f!arling (where the fishing, too, was good). The charts were made, 
both big and small, hut all were made to seem unimportant by the last 
and final one, purporting to show construction status on thirty jobs by 
a bouncing red ball. 
The Christmas party was a great success, with the visiting children, 
as was the Urofsky-Webster expedition into Thetford to pass out the 
last of the candy. Christmas had enough turkey, although Thanksgiving 
had not. And while alcohol was scarce, it was not unheard of through 
the New Year Season. 
The New Year brought with it the first winds of INVASION. Too, 
it brought new officer faces - Henderson, Coco. But with thoughts of 
invasion came plans to move, and a great reading up of all EBS 
(Eastern Base Section) directives, including "There will be no mud." 
The move came 26 January to Great Barrington, Glos (short for 
Gloustershire, bnt don't pronounce it "GLOSS", or you will be shot 
by the British just as you are if you pronounce "OXEN" for the abbre-
viation 0-X-0-N for Oxfordshire). The move also came to a camp 
extremely unprepared for inhabitants, in the park of the Winfield's 
Lodge over the Windrush River. The camp was not yet ready, and the 
... 
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\Vinfields were never ready, to receive the company. But back into 
tents everyone moved (exept the officers of the staff who lived in the 
1\ight Wing of the Lodge, and froze to death). And into training every-
body went, with much protest from the sections that were trying to 
function. But the marches began, and orogressed, and nobody died off, 
although some may have wanted to. Among the prize maneuvers was 
the hike to Lodge Park, the bivouac, and home the next morning. No 
one was warm again until the company was almost home, because it 
took so long to work the cold out of bones and joints. 
Then there were practice loadings, and weighing of vehicles (still 
being paid for six months after the Regiment got to france), mak!ng 
boxes and burning up camouflage nels (Winklhauer). Thm;e was the 
Maidenhead Interlude" for many who reveled in no training at 
Engineer Command Headquarters. There were walls knocked down, 
and firing ranges built. There was firing on the range, with the 
cardinal sin (I shot a bullet in the air, and if il hit, I know not where) 
done by one officer sacrosanct enough lo he clothed in discreet silence. 
That was the period of greatness of Bourton on the Water, and the 
first introduction to Oxford, due to prove valuable later on. The dance 
held in "The Goat's" Hall in Great Barrington seemed to have almost 
too many women for men, but can also be remembered for Sgt Gold-
man's girl, who kept biting everyone's ear, and the entertainment by 
the men from the company among whom were Halpin and frischmann. 
At BaiTington, too, the habit grew to "live with nature". At least, 
with a herd of deer grazing nearby most of the time. And all learned 
of India Grass in the Cricket Pitch. 
There were changes, too, with Major Houck and Lt Arehart gone, 
and Capt Whitt; Capt Henderson with the company, Lt Zeno in S-3. 
There \'/as the presentation parade, with Brigadier General NPwman 
giving the Legion of Merit to M/Sgt Owens of the 818th, with one 
unique feature, the gun for retreat delayed until after the entire 
ceremony. There were other occasions of distress over that daily 
explosion, when it failed, or was too light, or was so heavy it showered 
dirt and nearly blew in the windows of S-3. The first water proofing 
tests tc>ok place with their accompanying bath in the ice cold pool at 
farmington. And Captain Rountree came, letting Capt Henderson 
return to the Staff. 
The completion of two months' training at Barrington (interspersed 
with the problems of running the Station Command), found the unit 
turned back to the control of EBS for a month. That involved a move 
back to East Anglia, to AAf Sta,tion 170, Wethersfield, Essex, England. 
That month proved to be the most valuable time the company had to 
prepare for overseas movement, short sea voyage. ·witness to that fact · 
were the endless showdown inspections, each the last one. And the 
maneuver "Boomerang", when some 60 honored individuals had the 
pleasure of drowning two D-8's in 10 feet of sea water in an incoming 
tide of the English Channel. 
May 1944 saw the Regiment move back to the Oxford area, at 
Cokethorpe, near Witney, spelled without an "li". It was a month 
mostly of waiting, interspersed with occasional practice moves (i. e., 
from Cokethorpe at 2100 one night out to Home Woods, set up camp, 
bivouac, have breakfast, break camp, and move back to Cokethorpe, 
all the time remembering camouflage discipline). There were hurried 
officer couriers to London a·nd Bray Court The "Top Secret" War 
I~oom made its appearance~ guarded night and day. The Company 
was split into A, B, and C serials, having already lost "X" serial and 
also Lt Kohnert, who went out with the first echelon of the 819th 
Battalion. There was, too, a bird which desecrated hallowed ground 
by defecating over SISgt Usmar. A mob of "parasites" descended, 
looking for a ride over to the continent. Two Air Technical Intelligence 
Officers with two Non Corns, one German speaking Air Force POW 
Interrogator, and assorted Brass from IX Engineer Command. 
D-Day found the company ready but still waiting. "C" Serial had 
gone off to Blandford Camp, where the trucks were used to haul 
everyone else to the Marshalling Area, and the Reproduction unit 
reproduced for IX Engineer Command in between visits to Salisbury. 
A recital of the 926th's assault on the Continent can't be done 
chronologically, but must be done as the "serials" moved. For the 
convenience of those who want to read about only their own moves. 
each section is set apart. Lt Kohnert, "Z" serial, lived in Camp K-7, 
near Totnes, Devon, with the 819th; loaded on an LST on 27 May at 
Brixham, sailed 4 June to arrive off Utah Beach on the afternoon of 
D-Day, landed the next morning, and moved with the 819th, to Ste 
Marie Du Mont, and from there to their site at Beauville. 
Detachment "X", Major Ray's task force of three officers and 
seven men, left Bray Court on D plus 3, moved to Southampton, loaded 
on LST .571 the next day, 10 June, sailed from Southampton 11 June 
and debarked on Utah Beach that same day, with only one of the three 
vehicles drowning out in the water. After the first night spent at A-6, 
Beuzeville, they picked out and set up a bivouac at Ste lVIerc Eglise. 
Their only problem proved to be that Seventh Corps decided it liked 
the same spot. So the detachment moved to the area one mile east of 
Chef-du-Pont, Marne, on Route GC70. There, except for occasional 
disturbances such as Lt Kahnert's falling out of the trailer where he 
was at a meeting, they carried out their job of watching the maneuvers 
of the Fourth Division, of looking for airfield sites, of braving the 
bridge at Car en tan (and the snipers there too), of checking the Battalions' 
constructions of some of the first airfields on the continent. It was there 
that the rest of the company caught up with them. 
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Detachment A moved out of Cokethorpe, the heavy equipment at 
1800 on 10 June, the lighter vehicles at 0100 on the 11th, following a 
send-off midnight pancake supper put on by "B" serial. With only one 
or two minor mishaps and misturns, they arrived, together, at Marshal-
ling Area D-5, Broadmayne, Dorset, in time for lunch, 11 June. Due to 
the lack of parking space in that area, all the heavy equipment was 
moved to the "starting point" (a large parking area on the spit between 
Weymouth and Portland Island) where it waited in or near the gravel pit. 
Back at the marshalling area the detachment as a whole had been 
broken into three sections for movement across the channel, just to 
add to the elements tending toward confusion. The first section, headed 
by Lt Col Dougan, 12 officers and 75 men (less equipment operators 
who were already at the parking lot at the "starting point") spent a 
quiet night at the marshalling area, spent the next day getting all of 
its special equipment (life preservers, seasick bags etc.) and moved 
out at 1800. Stopping at the starting point, they collected their heavy 
equipment, waited there until 0200 the next morning, · staying long 
enough to get a steak dinner at midnight. Moving on down to the 
"hard" at three o'clock, they watched some fancy maneuvering by the 
LST, which finally made fast. Then followed some fancy loading in 
the ·dark. The top deck of the LST took trucks until it seemed it could 
take no more. The wobbly wheel roller \vas put in place behind a steel 
column, lifted in · bv hand, and the last truck went on with its front 
tires sticking out over the side of the elevator well. Only some fancy 
placing under Sgt John Iiarris got the top deck in, and some fancier 
\Vork by Lt Orsay and his men on the Tank Deck got all the equipment 
on and still left some (but only some) lights in the ceiling. But with the 
patience of Job and the help of an extra D-8 from the later shipment, 
everything got settled in the boat, and the men found a spot to bed 
down. By ten o'clock the ramp was up, the folding doors were shut, 
and LST 1084 was ready to sail. They left Portland Iiarbor the same 
· day, arrived off Utah Beach on 14 .June. Waiting (some say for the 
tide to go down and leave the beach dry, others say for the Germans) 
untii midnight. They began their dry debarkation auspiciouly enough. 
But just at that moment the Germans decided to make their nightly 
check of the beaches. They dropped flares, and, not to be outdone, the 
beach defenses threw back up at the Germans everything they could 
muster. The fireworks display surpassed that of any fourth of July 
ce~ebration ever held. So did the resultant traffic confusion surpass the 
normal tie-ups on a holiday night. MP's seemed always to have just 
been posted, told to "keep 'em moving down that way." Capt Kelley, 
as a one man beach traffic control, got trucks pulled out of the water, 
out of the sand, and sent them scurrying down Lhe beach amidst the 
constant clamor of ack-ack, and in the light of the German chandeliers. 
With Captain Legler at the head of the first lot of vehicles, the detach-
" 
ment slowly collected itself in a field of Transit Area A, bedding down 
about 0400. An early check by Captain Kelley located the other 
detachment at Chef-du-Pont, and at ten o'clock on the 15th of June. 
camp was made at that site. 
Section two of the detachment, (Lt. Zeno, six men, two D-8's, one 
12 yd scraper and one grader, road, towed) moved out of the "Starting 
Point" with the first section, and loaded on LST 1085, right next to 
1084, at the same time, early on the morning of 13 June. They sailed 
in the same convoy, and unloaded at the same time. Although their 
ship's colonel thought it would be a good idea if they got off J,ast, so he 
could take off his ammunition first. They got ofi first, but got on the 
beach a bit farther up North than those from LST 1084. So they were 
shunted, in the complete dark, toward transit area f3 - a long way 
with a "walking" cat and a wide load on behind. They made it, though 
taking apart only one wall, and they also got to Chef-du-Pont in the 
morning of 15 July, despite their discovery on waking that, in the 
"cleared" field where they had put up for the night in the rain, there 
lay a tellermine just 50 feet from where Gordon's cat had passed in 
the dark. 
Section three (Lt. Norton, four men, 2 D-8's, each with a 12 cu. yd 
scraper) waited at the "Starting Point", for an LCT. After helping 
LST 1085 load, they waited some more. A tie-up in that particular size 
ship kept them for two days in the gravel pit, eating regularly at 6 and 
12, 6 and 12, the only steady customers the place had. They moved into 
the Red Cross trailer, broadcast the records and news to the passers-
through, had beer brought down from town, and waited. Finally at 
1830 on the 15th, they moved to the har·d, got on their LCT and collec-
ted the three signal trucks that were their only company. Those 30 
signal men decided that engineers worked hard, after they manhandled 
a 12 cu yd scraper full of diesel oil into place on the LCT. They 
sailed the 16th, landed with two feet of water at 1800 the 17th, went 
to Lhe 819th site at A-6, Beuzeville. The next morning they moved Lo 
Chef-du-Pont. 
Detachment B's greatest asset was that it was really detached. 
Left at Cokethorpe, with nothing to do but wait, it made the most of 
its opportunity. Oxford, even Bourton-on-the-Water, felt the influence 
of that detachment. Movies ran from nine in the morning to four the 
next morning. The best description might be "a good time was had by 
all." But the end came, and at 1830 on 21 June, they pulled out of 
Cokethorpe to mo~ to Weymouth. Due to a slight miscalculation 
by the Transportation Corps, they took the long way round, and that 
long way involved going over a very narrow, curved bridge. Only 
part of that bridge is still standing. But they got to Weymouth at 1400 
on the 22nd. There they, too, were split into the vehicle and the 
"walking" parties. 
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Lt. Arnold, with two officers of the staff, and 99 men went by truck 
on the 27th to Weymouth Harbor. The intervening five days had not 
been unhappy. There at the harbor, after waiting two hours for coffee 
and doughnuts to be heated and made, they were ferried out to the 
LSI PRINCE HENRY. They sailed that night, unloaded on Utah Beach 
on the afternoon of the 28th and proceeded to march over ten miles 
up the hot, dusty road to field 30, Transit Area B. From there they 
went by truck to Chef-du-Pont. 
The vehicle party had also had its heavy equipment sent down to 
the gravel pit by the Starting Point, so the heavy equipment men spent 
five days merrily on the sands, keeping the Red Cross girls there/Well 
entertained, and making a good name for the engineers. But those 
clays came to an end, and on the 26th the vehicle party moved to the 
hard, loaded on LST 1752 (at least most of it), sailed on the 27th, 
arrived off Ulah Beach lale on the 28Lh, unloaded al 1500 bn Lhe 29Lh, 
moving to Transit Area B. The next day they all arrived at Chef-du-Pont. 
Detachment C, mostly the Reproduction Section and two prime 
movers and trailers, were the first part of the Company to leave 
Cokethorpe, and the last to reach the continent. The intervening time 
they spent at Camp Blandford, where they hauled other units' equip-
ment to the Marshalling Area and for IX Engineer Command. Except 
for occasional encounters with Lt Green and Salisbury, life there proved 
peaceful enough. Finally on 8 JuLy, the majority of the equipment and 
men left Blandford, embarked at Southampton on LST's and LCT's on 
13 July, sailed that day, and debarked on both Utah and Omaha 
beaches, and drifted piecemeal into Chef-du-Pont. The prime movers 
that brought over someone else's rock crusher and left its own trailer 
behind, got home to Chef-du-Pont, too, and the trailer turned up two 
months later with the 8.25th Battalion. So finally the Company was 
complete again in one spot. 
The first things most people saw at the site at Chef-du-Pont were 
hedgerows and cows. But the place was finally taken away from the 
Bovines, the kitchen was set up by the stone wall, pup-tent areas for 
each section's men selected along the hedgerows, and the motor pool 
was installed in the next door field. Bit by bit the camp expanded, 
S-4 moved into the motor pool area, Lt Arnold extended his orbit to 
include a neat shack, the medics hid out under the trees after being 
chased out from across the road (not before Major Jump cured Lieber-
man's sore back With a haircut, however), and Lundquist put up the 
second Tower of Rabel to furnish all with hot showers. Those were 
the days, too, of much scrounging for souvenirs, of the expanded con-
struction section for the furnishing of offices and homes made out of 
crashed glider bodies. Those, too, \vere the first trigger-happy days, 
epitomized by the unhappiness of the two who joined the colored troops 
,. 
(who surrounded us) in firing M-1 's at an escaped barrage balloon 
over a mile high in the air. And it was rumored from unstated sources 
that the source of many paratrooper boots was through those same 
colored troops. The first out-door movies started at 2300 and lasted 
until 0300 in the morning. There it was that "foxhole Wilson" earned 
his name, darting underwear-clothed, from one prone shelter to another, 
deeper, prone shelter. And there, too, Draper did his best to break up 
Col Dougan's speech by firing at Van Leer's crow. 
But those were days, too, of work as well as scrounging. As the 
Army progressed, the recce team followed as close as possible (some-
times too close, so that a hasty retreat had to be made). That's where 
"Trailblazer Saari" and "fearless Zeno" gained early fame, as well 
as "Let's get out of here Bushby" and the M. P. 
And when a proper site was found at Picauville, it was liq & Serv 
Co and Lt Kohnert who were given the site to plan and to start con-
struction, to clear of hedgerows and trees, of dead cows and dead 
Germans. There the first man of the company was wounded, when 
Milburn's cat ran over and exploded what is thought to have been a 
German hand grenade, and a piece of shrapnel lodged in his arm. (It's 
still there). This was the beginning of a summer of long hours and 
much work, scattered, almost at one time, over the entire Cherbourg 
Peninsula (and even farther to the East, almost to the British Terri-
tory by Bayeux). Normandy was also where we had the first intro-
duction to Calvados (white lightning, which the man who drank even 
brake fluid declared undrinkable). It was the time of many bumpy 
trips back down to the beach, even out to anchored ships in DUKWS, 
hunting for needed supplies. Many were the crossings of the now famous 
Tucker Bridge at Carentan, and many were the curses at the dust and 
bumps on the one-way detour around that city. 
But work progressed, and Sgt Corbin surveyed Querqueviiie and 
Maupertus amongst the mines; the runway was changed four times at 
A-23-CND; the clearing was done at Creteville \Vith one last row of 
trees left up to shield the work from the Germans' direct view. 
Along about this time Major Ray left for the 8.50th Battalion, and 
Lt Col Grimm joined the Staff; then within a month Capt Bartmess 
left to go to the newly formed 2d Brigade. Lt Orsay's loss had already 
been felt, following his illness and Lt Carey and Lt Wielder had joined 
us. During this time too, Sgt Gordon had been injured by a clash with 
a tree (one he was pushing over with his cat), had gone to England, 
and had found his way back on his own hook, despite red tape. 
foreshadowing the end of this period, as if (according to rumor) he 
could see into the future, Sgt Moran sent Boudreaux to hunt for culvert 
p1pe at St Lo, but sent him there a week too soon. The place wasn't 
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taken. But it was taken shortly after, and the First Army made its 
break-through, and the Third began to exploit it. 
The first "advance headquarters" of the regiment took off. Setting 
up near Avranches, they checked the country-side for hasty-con-
struction airfield sites. getting the 819th into Pontorson before anyone 
knew they were at it. They also got directions to go check the field 
at Lorient, and almost did so. Fortunately they discovered that the 
Germans still held that ;:ity in some strength, before they drove on 
into to\vn. But they got some excellent lessons in how quiet it can 
be in the country, and how lonesome, without another American soldier 
within miles. 
But with the 826th at Gonfreville, the 833rd at La Iiaye de Puits, 
the 819th at Pontorson (right by Mont St. Michel, the historic landmark 
at the junction of the Cherbourg and Brest peninsulas), and the 850th 
about to go to Vannes out on the Brittany Peninsula, the regiment 
was off-center from its work. So on 9 August it packed up and "in-
filtrated" to south by sections. It was a long, hot, dusty trip, and was 
the first of many moves, so there was much to learn of the techniques 
of "demenagement", as the French call Moving-Day. It was the first 
session with strip maps on the continent. But bit by bit we all collected 
in the heavy "Foret de Fougeres" one hour from Rennes, the heart of 
Brittany. 
The country was a revelation, as different from the dusty, battered 
Cotentin Peninsula as could be imagined; there wasn't a constant 
struggle to find "oeufs", to see through the dust whenever you moved. 
There were even things to be bought in the stores, if you wanted a 
banjo head. that is. 
But all was not strictly pleasure. At Fougeres we had our first 
contact with the ideas of distance. Whereas formerly it had seemed a 
long ways from Chef-du-Pont to Cherbourg for supplies, now it was 
necessary to retrace all the way, up past the Mortain - Falaise Pocket, 
to Cherbourg; ninety miles for spare parts, clothes, everything but 
food and gasoline. Instead of taking an hour to get to a battalion it 
would take half a day. Yet the same work had to be done, the same 
reports carried, the same materials transported or found locally. 
But there, too, the movie "Iiat Check Iioney" brought its first 
rainstorm (to be repeated at two more attempted showings) and the 
tri-daily officer inspection for serviceability of the salt shakers was 
instituted. There were dug the only fox-holes of most of the Company. 
Also well learned by many were the details of a proper latrine box. 
But Fougeres didn't last long. In facl, the Advance Headquarters 
left four clays after the main part of the company moved in. And the 
stream of night couriers driving off to find the new camp tucked away 
in the woods at St. Denis D'Orque began, and continued steadily 
until we all got the word to move to Alen<;on. On 19 August we pulled 
up the tent stakes and moved out on a much less uncomfortable trip 
than the first (at least less traffic and less dust and fewer bumps). 
The new site, on a dirt semi-circle between Fye and Bourg-le-Roi, 
seemed to be a spot well chosen. 
Well chosen because Fresnay was nearby, so all could meet and 
"faire Ia connaissance de'' Marie, because it had a big field where S-4 
could park overnight the floods of material-convoy trucks that Com-
mand sent clown to the "Regimental Check Point" before it notified 
the Regiment that it was to have a Check point. Because it was near 
Lonray, to hecome A-45, the second fieJ.d on which liq & Serv Co 
began construction by itself, after doing the layout and design. 
Convenient, too, for our Company Commander who liked on 
occasion to cut down Pup Tents, and for chemists who believed in 
doing away with howling dogs. Convenient, also for a party. 
Organization Day; Rountree's Roasl; a Good Binge; Fye Folly; 
what a lieU of a Day. Many are the terms that have been given to 
27 August 1944. Born of a desire to mark the year's existence of the 
Company (which was too busy to celebrate on the actual anniversary, 
20 June), set to coincide with one year overseas for the Company, 
that celebration was a thing to remember. Following a session by 
R- -'s Rustlers, the cooks did a most masterful job of barbeque. Then, 
too, Bushby's Beerhounds had dug up the necessary wine (and some 
uther items of interest, including the famous Rountree - Jarvis exchange, 
"That's my hand, Jarvis, do you mind?" "Oh go away, Pop"), at Van-
nes. There was also Calvados to be had in the vicinity. A guard was 
borrowed from the 850th so that all could enjoy the day, and the 
officers were to do KP following the dinner so that all others could 
relax. 
But most evervone got to relax before dinner. There was a first-
three~grader vs. officers softball game, which the officers won, by the 
way. And there was a preliminary to a horse race, (that is, the horses 
were seen in the paddock), but the race was cancelled when the irate 
owner found Baber and Moose riding them, Indian style, back and 
forth through the camp. And then after dinner things began to get 
really gay. The local civilians came in, went out, came in again, finally 
stayed. Colonel Dougan presented the Purple lieart Medal to Tee 3 
Milburn for his wound received at Picauville. The local talent show, 
produced from somewhere in Le Mans, tried dutifully to produce a 
show, despite a raucous audience, a very poor talent, disturbances at 
their dressing-tent door (guarded majestically by Lt Arnold) and the 
interjection of sundry and various local talent items from the Com-
pany, paced by a well-liquored, red-headed, be-brassiered first sergeant. 
In the late afternoon, when a visit to many parts of the Company area 
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would have revealed little but sleeping forms, General Newman arrived 
for the celebration. Probably the happiest beings at supper that night 
were the everpresent, buzzing bees. 
Anything that ·happened at Alent;on after that party was but an 
anti-climax. There were other dinners at Marie's; other excursions 
here and there, even other auto accidents, and other work problems, 
but the first recce parties left to follow Patton across Prance within 
a few days, and Alent;on was a memory even before we left it. 
This recce party, with the Advance Headquarters set up at Romilly, 
proved to be the first big one. Things were getting organized. All bat-
talion recce parties found themselves at the same spot; and camp, 
complete with officers' mess, was set up. 
Also set up was the morale of the men, when a whole warehouse 
of Wermacht liquor was found. Enough was carted away (when we 
could get in between the Third Army trucks) to give away to the 
battalions and also higher Headquarters. Incidentally, sites for con-
struction also were found, and on 6 September the Company set out 
for a "Transit Point" al Sle. Sophie, ncar Connantrc, where il was lo 
meet the advance party which had moved up from Romilly. Arriving 
there just before, and all during, that night, it found a comfortable 
woods but no advance party. Bedding down for the night, they spent 
the night without casualties (except for the S-4 section, whose rustic 
shack, chosen as a shelter, leaked like a sieve and nearly drowned 
them all). Morning brought a message as to where the Advance Party 
had finally settled, and the company moved on out to Larzicourt, near 
Vitry-le-PranGois. That was flat, plain country, abounding in level 
grassy spots which could be marked out, wind socked, and used as 
flying fields for some time (until wet weather set in). 
Also marked out were the rows for the pup- tents, for the company 
was past the combat stage, and needed to readjust itself to soldiering. 
But, nevertheless, it could disport itself chasing Oermans across the 
Marne, even if they did turn out to be Frenchmen. There were Ger-
mans in the vicinity, though, as Schiraldi proved by picking up three 
who came out to surrender. 
Surrender, too, was the final step of the NCO's in running the bar for 
the men in the Special Service tent. The idea was finally abandoned 
after an incident or two discouraged any continuation. But never dis-
com·aged were the fishing expeditions in the Marne. While possibly the 
system was not "cricket," the result was a couple of good fish fries. 
The stay at Larzicourt was brief, and enlivened at the end by a 
visiting USO troupe. Their show may have been dulled a bit, but their 
evening parties were apparently worth the result. Combined with a 
birthday celebration, a promotion or two, ~ig Ick's champagne, and 
the ever-present Romilly stock, those few days proved hectic. Another 
advance recce had put out however, and saved the day by finding, from 
its base at Toul, enough airfield sites to warrant moving. (It provided, 
too, a story about Lt Kahnert's almost running through a brick wall at 
Toul. It sounded a little merry). 
Since winter seemed about to descend, it behooved one and all to 
find a spot to keep out of the cold, and it was found (although none 
could dream how long the company would stay there) at the Caserne 
Felix Douai, St. Nicolas de Port, to the east of Nancy. When it moved 
in on 20 September the bridges weren't even in, but they were well 
worn by the time it left. 
Many things happened in the six months and seventeen days spent 
at St. Nicolas. Neighbors came and went, the area changed from one 
Army territory to another, to Com Z. Winter came and stayed, and left. 
Airfields got built, by dint of much labor and many cold hands and 
feet. Fields planned in Hessian Mat changed to Pierced Plank over thick 
layers of stone. Instead of in days, construction then figured in months. 
But through it all there was a steady trend of events to keep all busy 
or entertained. The social events increased with dances nearly every 
week. Passes to Paris started, then to England, to Brussels, furloughs 
to the Riviera. French became the favorite study, even for Major 
Jump, who learned his from the kids he treated, to practice on his 
other, older friends. That social life kept busy is evidenced by the 
marriages to girls in the vicinity of St. Nicolas. 
Warlike events had also taken place, as for example, when at supper 
hour one night, all hell broke loose (and also Sgt Bushby's calibrr 
.45 pistol) at an enemy plane overhead. And after that threats of court-
martial seemed to be the only thing that would keep certain men from 
shooting calibre .50 machine guns at anything that went overhead. Thr 
threat of having the lights shot out through un-blacked out windows, 
too, was made, but finally peace and darkness descended on St. Nick. 
But there were other things, besides an anti-feces campaign com-
plete with lectures, and shovel details scouring both inside and outside 
the fence. There was the French kid who blew himself up with a 
grenade just outside the wall. There was the episode of "who manjayed 
the poulay," which threatened to bring the house down upon its 
occupants. 
From St. Nick went out the Advance Party that wasn't an Advance 
Party, but a recce party that just waited to get into its objective for 
eight days. Famous mostly for "Bed-check Charlie," the German plane 
that came over every night between 8:30 and 9:00 (2030 and 2100) and 
the poem it produced, "The Storming of Iiagenau". That recce group 
came back to camp after being away only from 28 November to 
15 December. 
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There at St. Nick were passed Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Years, 
and Easter Sunday. Christmas dinner in the dayroom, w ith beer for 
all and announcement of some few promotions. New Years day with 
a summary by Colonel Dougan of the work ·done by the Regiment. 
But some of the company weren't "home" for Christmas, for the 
Regiment had a show "on the road" most of the winter. Sponsored by 
Lt Baum, it had men from both Regimental Headquarters Company 
and the Battalions, ·and toured the Engineer Command as w ell as front 
line units such as the lOlst Airborne Division. And then there was 
Sgt Blanchard, who had ridden away on the mail truck one day, and 
ended up in the infantry, where he wanted to be. 
More changes came about -- Capt Rountree had left, Capt Sproul 
was in S-4. Capt Saari had taken the company in the fall only to give 
it up to Lt Zeno in March. There were, too, the demands for the In-
fantry , when many familiar faces left. (Later often proving not to be 
Shanghaied, but actually sped homeward soon.) 
One change that generally turned out to be a headache was the 
attachment of a French Battalion to the Regiment. Their habits of red 
wine and roquefort cheese for breakfast didn't kill off any of the men 
attached to them, and some of them found a home (ask LaBarre and 
Spurlock), but their habit of driving trucks and tournapulls through the 
sides of houses brought despair to the spare parts men. 
But winter turned to spring, and spring brought better w eather. It 
brought, too, the reconstruction of blown-up Iiaguenau, and construction 
in the Rhine Valley. A second advance headquarters was set up at 
Iiaguenau, this time right on the field . That was in March, the month 
of Remagen, the bridging of the Rhine on all fronts, the beginning of the 
end. 
Parting brought much sweet sorrow, but the company was off, 
away from Nancy, across the Rhine, off to follow the galloping armies 
in the dash across Germany. On 3 April they set up in tents in the 
woods, at a spot variously called Darmstadt, Biblis, or Lorsch. They 
had the first introduction to "Autobahnen", to keeping out enemy civili -· 
ans, to non-fraternization. Colonel Dougan left for 1st Brigade, taking 
Litsinger and the Doughnut with him, and Lt Col Cook took command. 
Lt Kohnert left, changing places with Lt Parrish from 2nd Brigade. 
The reconnaissance parties, now under Capt Sullivan w ho joined 
the Regiment in March, never stopped, when the company moved this 
time, but kept hot on the trail of Seventh Army, switched to Third when 
the 925 and 926 Regiment swapped areas. The rapid advance made 
supply, and evacuation, by air, imperative, and the recce parties 
became in reality "Ma rking Parties", marking out captured fields as 
soon as they were taken. But already opera tion "Eclipse" was getting set, 
the preparation for the Occupational Air Force. And while fighting was 
still going on, battalions moved onto fields for permanent construction, 
and the regiment's activites compelled another move. So they went 
across 113 of Germany, into the heart of Bavaria they went. Another 
long haul, not over the best of roads. 
As a matter of fact, that first trip to Furth is a memorable one 
for many, particularly those who followed Lt Arnold across hill and 
dale, through field and forest (and mu.cJ), on as hectic a jaunt as was 
ever known to man. 
Set up comfortably on the airfield at R-28 at ftirth-i-Bayern, near 
Nurnberg, the regiment undertook its Jiart in the 0. A. F. construction 
program. It was there that V. E. day found them, and also V. J. day. 
There had been outdoor movies every night, swimming after work at 
Linde Stadium in Nurnberg, baseball games (both soft and hard), an 
end to non-fraternization. 
The regiment opened its Rest liome in Nancy, to supplement those 
lucky few who could get back to Command's homes in Paris and 
St. Gervais, or to the J~iviera. The point system came out, and every-
body started "sweating it out." The low-pointers went, and, bit by bit, 
the high-pointers. Life seemed sort of dull, as it always is when you're 
waiting for something to happen. There were little events like the eat's 
trying to eat up the chicken one day before it could be cooked for 
dinner, and several memorable farewell parties for the 203th Medics. 
There was the "Junior Organization Day," celebrated this year on the 
4th of July, but for most even it was a let-down after the year before. 
Althought some braved the green wine long enough to get happy, most 
of them regretted it later. Recognition of the work of some of the men 
came in the presentation of Bronze Star Medals to MISgt Wilson, 
TISgt Corbin and MISgt Moran. 
A thorough change of company officers took place, with Lt Carey, 
Lt Wielder, Lt Arnold, Lt Zeno, Lt Dabrowski (the last of the Rich-
mond officers) all leaving, and the officers from the 850th Battalion 
coming in: Capt Bushby in command, Lt liopkins, Lt McLaughlin, Lt 
Nyborg. Lt Koenig joined the staff. 
Colonel Dougan's departure for the ZI (Zone of the Interior, or the 
United States) towards the end of August 1945 pointed towards the 
cessation · of operations, and the rapid completion of assigned work. 
The growing desire on every hand to finish up and go home indicated 
that the existence and function of the 926 were nearing an end. Only 
those busy with redeployment, and Sergeant Desilets in his unceasing 
work to compile a publishable history, had much to occupy them other 
than routine tasks. Instead of looking back upon a job well done, pat-
ting themselves and each other on the back and otherwise passing 
timeworn compliments back and forth, most turned their thoughts to 
the future, a peaceful civilian future which (though they never thought 
of it), they had helped bring qack. 
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WHAT THE 926th DID 
The foregoing record was written to recall the personal side of the 
Headquarters Company, to remind you of the men you knew, the 
thi11gs you did. It says little about the accomplishments of the Regiment, 
oc of its battalions. And yet that record is an enviable one. 
The 926th Engineer Aviation Regiment, when it arrived in england, 
was assigned to the Eighth Air Force, but was attached to Eastern Base 
Section of SOS (Services of Supply) for operations, to assist in th e 
program of heavy bomber field construction then in progress. Begun 
by separate battalions, it had grown to tremendous proportions, and 
needed the controlling influence of an intermediary headquarters, 
between the separate battalions and E. B. S. Por that purpose, regimen-
tal headquarters were introduced from the States. One regiment came 
over completely staffed from the States, but the 926th, upon arrival 
in England, was staffed from the battalions which were assigned to it. 
In that way, a staff was set up that was (it was hoped) more considerate 
of the battailons' problems, and well aware of the hostility felt by 
units that had already served over a year in the Un[ted Kingdom 
when another, "green" unit was put in to control them. 
Under E. B. S. direction, the regiment had considerable control over 
its battalions, and the 926th had seven to control, 818th and 819th 
working on the Depot facilities at Honington, where the Regiment 
was located; the 820th at AAP Staton 470, Wattisham, Suffolk, and 
the 844 and 846th both working on the Depot at that same station; 
the 826th at Station 123, Horsham St. Faith, near Norwich, Norfolk : 
and the 830th at Station 505, Watton. 
By virtue of attachment, the battalions were left free to continue 
their own administration, supply, <personnel classification, histories, 
etc; the regiment governed only their construction activities, and helped 
on construction supply only when help was needed (except that the 
regimental supply did all construction supply for the job at Honington, 
carried on by the two battalions and Hq and Serv Co.). 
In addition to the major assignments listed, there was such a 
successive flow of work assignments from VIII District of E. B. S. 
that record of them is well nigh impossible. Work was carried out on 
at least 32 airdromes in addition to the major construction; at one time 
the regiment had over 100 active work orders. Prom Ludham and 
Matlask through Leiston and Ruffing, to Rattlesden and Pramlingham, 
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men and equipment of the 926th were spread. One of these far-flung 
jobs was the construction of housing facilities at 15 stations (16' nisson 
huts). The hutting material, ordered by VIII District before notification 
of the job assignment to the Regiment, was delivered before the 
battalions to do the building knew they were ordered. Some eleven 
huts, confused with another assignment of huts for AAA installations, 
never were found. 
Another project carried out (once rechristened the "rat race") was 
a contest in laying a pierced steel plank runway at Bottisham, Cams. 
One company of the 846th Engineer Aviation Battalion defeated a 
company of the 346th Engineer Regiment (OS), laying its half in 60 
hours and 15 minutes. 
Indicative of the hours put in on extra work, two ten-hour shift 
days, and construction planning, is the list of construction equipme'nt 
above the regular allotment (which in itself includes Caterpillar 
tractors and a 314 cubic yard shovel) used by the regiment, covering 
more than three single-spaced typed sheets. This list of extra equipment 
included 3 rock crushers, 5 Barber Greene Ditchers, 3 314 cu. yd. shovels 
3 Quickway cranes, and a collection of British equipment ranging 
from an old-fashioned steamer (roller) through 87 or so Bedford 
lorries (trucks) to 3 Adnum-Foote pavers. 
But towards the end of 1943, heavy construction projects were 
drawing to a close. The Ninth, the tactical Air force, had arrived. 
Eyes were focused on the continent, seeking out points for invasion. 
Minds dwelt on rapid, emergency construction; on conditioning; on 
mines and booby traps; on combat. 
On 26 January 1944 the 926th was transferred to the Ninth Air 
:force, and entered upon a period of training, and of waiting, of pre-
paration for overseas movement. In order to cope with its tremendous 
problem of preparing fields for advanced fighters and fighter-bombers 
to support the ground forces as closely as possible, the Ninth Air force 
created its IX Engineer Command, under command of Brigadier General 
James B. Newman, Jr. That Command operated with the regiments 
directly under its control until the beginning of August 1944, when it 
created two Brigades, to follow more closely in the footsteps of the 
two armies then functioning in the field; later. each Brigade had two 
army territories to cover, when the first, Ninth, Third and Seventh 
Armies all were aligned on the Western front. These Brigades kept 
in touch with the Tactical Air Commands, which were divided them-
selves, likewise, to work with the Army Areas. 
However, before the invasion itself, sites for possible fields in the 
assault areas were stndied from aerial· photos, and from "Multiplex 
Maps", made by machine from stereo-.pairs (pictures taken of the same 
site from almost identical positions, but not quite), which showed 
contours, and from ground samples and reports received from the 
continent itself. Regimental areas were assigned, and battalions 
selectee\ for the earliest landings. 
The 926th was selected to work on "Utah" Beach, the one actually 
on the Cherbourg Peninsula, while the 922nd was given "Omaha" 
The 819th Battalion was selected to be the first battalion ashore on 
Utah, followed by the 826th. One company of the 819th sailed so as 
to arrive off Utah on June 6 (with Lt. Kohnert of the regiment with 
them). Part of the Battalion landed, and completed an emergency 
landing strip (for disabled craft to use for crash landings if they 
couldn't make it back across the Channel) on D-Day. The rest of the 
first company got ashore the next ·day, and they all moved to Beuze-
vil!e, the site of field A-6. (Fields were not numbered in order of their 
construction, but were numbered prior to the invasion). The first section 
of the 826th arrived along with Major Ray's detachment of the 926th, 
on D plus 5. The small detachment took over supervision of the two 
battalions' work, and the 826th was sent at once to the site for A-10, 
Carentan. Other sites earlier proposed were not yet captured. Within 
four clays, the 819 had begun work on A-7, Azeville, a bit to the north 
of A-6. Meanwhile, on June 15, the main serial of the Regiment arrived. 
and set up at Chef-du-Pont. It was kept busy scurrying about the 
Cherbour!!; Peninsula (as far as it was safe) looking for airfield sites, 
and finding more souvenirs than it did sites. It found Picauville, A-8, 
however, and the Headquarters Company began actual construction 
on that site, before it was turned over, lQOfo complete, to the 826th. 
The first Hessian Mat runway built by the regiment was put down 
there. 
In England, all the battalions had built concrete runways. Now 
their problem was entirely different. Hasty construction, actually only 
temporary work, was in order. For this, certain types of material had 
been developed. The first fields built were made of a very heavy 
wire matting. It was actually heavier than wire, almost a metal rod 
netting. It was called by two names, Square Mesh Tracking (SMT), 
and British Reinforcing Concrete Mesh (BRC), and it closely resembled 
the reinforcement wire put in concrete. It could be unrolled, and one 
roll covered an area 77 ' long and 7' wide. It was held together with 
specially manufactured clips. 
Another emergency surface, much more durable, but also much 
heavier, was Pierced Steel Plank. It was just that. One plank was 15" 
wide and 12112' long; it fastened by the hooks on each plank fitting into 
slots in the adjoining one. In the later stages of construction, sometimes 
Pierced Aluminum Plank was substituted. While of no less buU<, its 
weight was less than one third that of steel plank. 
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The third surface used was called variously Iiessian Mat, Pre-
fabricated Bituminous Surfacing (PBS), or Prefabricated Hessian Sur-
facing (PliS). It was a burlap-like cloth, impregnated with Bitumin, 
then rolled, with a dry powder to keep it from sticking together. 
·when unrolled, and passed through a machine called a "stampliker'· , 
it was moistened with a mixture of diesel oil and gasoline or tar and 
gasoline (it varied with the different manufacturers) that was already 
in the machine. This softened the bitumin in the cloth. When laid down 
with a 500fo overlap, each layer fastened itself to the one underneath. 
and, when sealed along the cracks with tar, made a waterproof coat 
over the previously constructed firm foundation. 
Often either Mesh or Plank was put down over a Iiessian coat, 
which thereby protected the sub-base from excessive moisture, but 
couldn't be damaged hy prop-blast or iocked wheels of turning aircraft. 
Just before Cherbourg fell, the 850th Battalion began to arrive, and 
collected itself in time to move up to A-15, Maupertu:;, and shortly 
thereafter, to the other side of Cherbourg, where it carried on the 
simultaneous construction of T -3, later rechristened A-23-CND (for 
Cargo, Night-fighter, Depot), Querqueville. Piling or bridging material 
or anything to put a runway over the sea was for a while the problem 
of the 850th on that job, as extension to the desired length in the desired 
direction created the need for moving a mountain, a village or the 
coastline. But at length an equitable agreement was made, the center 
line finally laid down. Thereafter nothing but wind, rain and soft spots 
delayed the completion of the job, except the damage wrought by an 
over-exhuberant B-17 which jockeyed into one of the hangers. 
The 850th was after a while assisted by, and then relieved by, the 
877th Airborne Engineer Aviation Battalion, on the job at A-15. That 
unit, too, was assigned to the regiment for the duration of the job. 
Meanwhile the 833rd Battalion arrived on the Continent, on 2 July. 
It was given the job of a medium bomber pierced plank, two-runway 
field at A-13, Tour-en-Bessin, on the far side of the 922nd's territory, 
on the border of the British Sector of operations. The 846th Battalion 
was also attached to the regiment to help the 833rd on that one job. 
for two days, the 843rd Battalion was attached to the 926th, with the 
assigned job of building A-16, Brucheville, another field surveyed and 
laid oul by Lhe 926th, but the Regiment was relieved of that assignment 
and the Battalion reverted to the 925th Regiment, which had reached 
the continent. 
The succession of jobs went on with equal rapidity durin?; the 
entire summer. Battalions were attached and detached in accordance 
with construction needs, and finally the administrative channels got 
accustomed to changing, ancl so each switch was complete. Such a 
system tended to work more satisfactorily than having four battalions 
for administrative control, only two of which were working for the 
Regiment, and seven battalions for operational control, with only two 
of those under administrative control of the Regiment. 
The focus of attention, after Cherbourg had been taken, turned 
to the South, and sites were picked near Creteville, Gonfreville, and 
La Haye du Puits. And just at that time the First Army made its 
break-through, and the Third went .through to exploit it. 
This began the period of rapid expansion, during which the system 
of "clutches" or groups of fields became more prominent. Each group 
was put as n,ear to the front as possible, so that by the time it was 
finished and had planes stationed on its fields, they could give close 
support to the front line troops, which meanwhile had moved ahead 
some distance. 
The clutch of fields in Brittany was anything but a close group, 
scattered from Pontorson out to Vannes, but the next group, built 
around the Alen<;on area, was much moTe concentrated. This worked 
for ease of communication, not only among the constructing battalions 
and the regiment, but among the occupying units later. 
One of the most important functions of the Regiment, after super-
vision of construction, was the supervision and coordination, and the 
proper reporting, of reconnaissance for new sites. The searchers 
followed close on the heels of the advancing armies, particulary anxious 
to find sites suitable for marking out transport strips, so that air 
supply could be furnished to keep the armor on the advance. This 
supply and evacuation field program had its initiation in the advance 
across france, but had been developed to a finer degree in time for 
the push east of the Rhine. The Fields thus sel up were often thr 
ones later developed into fighter and fighter-bomber sites. These recon-
naissance parties were far from always being safe, but had a remark-
able record for avoiding real trouble. The number of possible sites. 
from abandoned German sites, destroyed by bombs or German demo-
lition, or inlact, to stabs in the dark at places that just looked possible 
on a map of the area, that were visited by the reconnaissance parties 
under the control .of the regiment goes into the hundreds. There were 
150 formal reports made on sites considered worthy of consideration. 
More than twice that number were dropped merely after an initial 
visit to the spot. 
following the Third Army across france, the next crop of fields 
done by the Regiment was around Vitry-le-francois- St. Dizier. Some 
12 fi elds were done here. One, A-82-C, marked out as a transport 
field by Headquarters Company, and called Etain, was later 
made into a Pierced Plank field by the 925th Regiment, and rechristened 
Verdun. 
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Mid-September found the Regiment beginning another clutch of 
fields in the Nancy area, but the fall rains found them still beginning. 
The weather delayed construction; mud, snow, ice all hampered 
operations. Sites originally scheduled for Hessian (which cannot be 
laid in wet weather) were changed to pierced plank over thick sub-
bases of rock. It was a matter of building the fields up out of the mud, 
and at the same time of keeping fields built earlier operational through-
out this same bad weather. Construction time was stretched to months 
instead of weeks, but th ~ fields were finished. 
february brought one new problem, the attachment of a french 
battalion, which added language difficulties to its other construction 
problems. While it has been the studied opinion of some that the 
problems they created were more bother than the construction they 
actually completed was of use, the unit finished up several odds and 
ends of jobs that otherwise would have held American units, and also 
brought in one Supply and Evacuation strip which was used to supply 
french Armored units in Germany. 
March 1945 brought improving weather, and construction of fields 
in the Rhine Valley around Strasbourg, including the rebuilding of the 
field blown up at Iiaguenau in front of the German push in the first week 
of January. It also, following the crossing of the Rhine, brought the 
reconnaissance teams into the flat, eastern Rhine River valley. In 
early April the Regiment crossed the Rhine, and built the clutch of fields 
around Darmstadt and Mannheim. 
Later that same month, the 926th switched Army Areas with the 
925th, and moved out lo lhe Nurnberg area lo follow lhe Third Army, 
giving the Seventh and first french Army Areas to the 925, and also 
the french Battalion. There, besides finishing out the Supply and Eva-
cuation Field program, the Regiment began the Occupational Air force 
construction that was to keep it busy through V-E-Day and V-J-Day. 
Permanent construction brought a return to concrete pouring, to asphalt 
programs. But it also brought into sight the fina] end of the work. 
Little mention is made anywhere of the actual work of the men who 
operated the heavy equirnent for long hours, sometimes within artillery 
or mortar range of the enemy, or of those who moved that equipment 
over long miles' of bad roads in good and bad weather, with C Rations 
often their only food for days. On occasion, true, these men found a 
"home" along the way, finding pleasure and entertainment as well as 
res t and comfort, but not always. 
No idea is given of the hours spent by clerks, handling routine mat-
ters and emergency reports, in cold (or hot) tents, or in buildings, as 
chance would have it. Nor of the draftsmen who made charts, prelimi-
nary drawings, drawings of changes, final drawings. 
Nor yet of the drivers who, with or without patience, carted officers 
from airfield to airfield, or from site to unsafe site in search of infor-
mation, or back to Paris over ice and snow to chase supplies or attend 
a school. Of the cooks who fed their company three meals a day for 
27 months, on the move or in permanent stations. Of the thousands of 
hours spent encoding, decoding, transmitting and receiving signal m es -
sages, or of the thousands of calls placed to P aris, "Roadbed", "Row-
dy" or "J~esearch." 
And yet, it takes all of that to add up to the total mission 
accomplished. 
27 
28 
The photographs in this book deal mostly with 
the men who made the Nine Two Six a real outfit . 
No attempt is made to record their military accom-
plishments. It is hoped that these pictures will help 
perpetuate friendships made in times of war. 
Grateful thanks are extended to Capt. Norton 
for writing the foregoing history, and to Paul 
Yaloures, Michael Shuga, and Joseph Wickes for 
their untiring assistance in getting this book to press. 
~~ 
Paul Desil e ts. 

-c~ ' 
Stonehill makes a sketch while Smith and Hymie 
hold up the job. 
The gang would think it funny if Hurwitz 
blew himself up. 
31 
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Lts. Stiegele and Levkoff controlled firing from the target pits. 
Maggie's drawers flew high and wide those days 
at the range. 
, 
# 
A bit of fancy shooting at Virginia Beach . 
Engineer training would never be complete without 
knot tying . 
31 
Learning the squad system of laying hasty 
mine fields by the numbers. 
Green's haircut went well with his goose-
stepping as we did commando calisthenics. 
T ursa's old campaign hat was a familiar 
sight at the rifle range. 
Those snappy uniforms were not so sharp 
after the dusty retreat parade. 
39 
T ursa left-shouldering his A 
bag for another dry-run. 
A large part 'of training in the states was devoted to 
marksmanship. Above the boys are mastering the 45 . 
Lt. Davies was range officer the day we first heard 
the classic remark, "who fired that shot". 
Making sure that Girton hasn't forgotten anything . 
A complete check before going overseas . 41 




Red Cross Clubmobile's first visit to us at Hanington. 
Our boy Neely cuts a mean rug with a Red Cross doll. 
There's a time and a place for everything. 
Sings While You Wait - Louis Fox, Prop. 
Maxine Martin makes Ekerman's eyes pop. 
And a good ti me was had by all at Barrington . 
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Close order drill at Hanington - hup, two, three, fouring on the hardstand 
behind the company area with incomplete work in the background . 
A n advance under the protection of small arms fire. 
This, of course, is a dry run. The location is still Hanington. 
This is when we almost blew up half of England. 
Lt. Orsay is making with the words of wisdom. 
Laying pierced plank for the review 
at Hanington. 
We even learned how to handle Supermen 
- hell, that was easy. 
A little bit of England is suddenly elevated. 
Result is on the left. 5 5 

Lt. Coco, Lt.Chicazola,Capt. Whitt, 
Lt. Col. Dougan, Major Houck, 
Capt. Ray, Capt. Henderson, 
Lt. Orsay, Capt. Rountree. 
Lt. Arehart, Lt. Norton, Capt. Kelley, 
Capt. Bartmess, Lt. Saari, 
Lt. Dabrowski, Lt. Arnold, Lt. Legler, 
The outfit really started 
rolling wi1h the arrival 
of new equipment. 
Using a camouflage net on a 
37 mm. gun on one of those 
cold, foggy, English mornings. 
We ran out of lumber in the middle 
of this bridge, but what the hell, it 
was only training . 
59 

Solid old England - Cambridge 
University- built to live centuries. 
A warm welcome 
in a British home -
this is in Thetfo; d, 
near Honington . 
Enjoying an afternoon 
off with a couple of 
English kids -
the bridge at Bury 
St. Edmunds. 
63 
The Br itish kids we entertained at 
Hanington helped make Christmas 
more of a holiday. 
"Santa" De Marco and his helpers 
spread the true Yuletide spirit by 
calling at village homes on Christ-
mas Eve with gifts for the children . 
The deer in our company area at Barrington. 
The only shot in captivity of Baber working . 
Alaska shows us the lubricating trailer. 
Smiley Newton and friend pause for picture. 
You guessed it - another lecture. 
Pulling the 8th A. F. out of a hole. 
lzzy De Marco away from the poker table. 
67 


This bit of landscape at Barrington is typical of rural England . 
Mattison Karasik Stark Wickes. _ Pellegrino Capt. Bartmess Yaloures 
75 

Kistner Capt. Cunningham Huggins 
With only makeshift materials, Pop Zink and Freeman 
uld always be relied upon to improvise for our benefit. 
Mont St. Michel, at the junction of the Cherbourg and 
Brest peninsulas, is one of France's oldest landmarks. 
Those of us who saw it will never forget it. 
81 
Turner 
Boyd 
Corbeil 
Gillespie 
Gertz 
H. Wilson 
Hodges 
Borgeson 
Byer 
Griggs 
Weaver 
Yeglic 
Lt. Caperton 
Dominy 
V. Neeley 
83 

Lt. Baum 
Bush by 
Blanchard 
Johns 
Lt. Carey 
Robbins 
The brick shack at Larzicourf made 
a good dispatch office. 
French hospitality along the road 
made our trips seem shorter. 
The tent already gone, Urofsky 
prepares to close shop. 
Turso 
Lemenu 
Childs 
Lt. Kohnert 
Lt. Dabrowski 
Nash 
Lyons 
Stonehill 
Fox 
Capt. Rountree 
87 
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Work was started here, 
but abandoned almost 
immediately because of 
rapid advances. 
This was the beginning 
of the many headaches 
caused by the Romilly 
stock. 
The French flag at the masthead of our 
Romilly camp was an unusual .sight for us. 
"""\ 
-93 
Dietrich 
Regardless of the method 
used to make this catch, if 
made a delicious fish fry. 
Johnny Butina; alias "Bunny Mysto··, before 
the exhibition fight with the pre-war French 
middleweight champ. 
Here's the bout -- round two, and the Frenchman 
takes a hard right to the heart from Bunny. 
Whenever we were in Paris, the Opera was 
more of a landmark than a place to visit . 
We found that the original T rocadero is not 
a night club, but a beautiful gallery. 
Army food never tasted- better than when it 
was served in our Paris rest home. 
97 
Pinochle - it must have been just before pay day. 
Mike trimmed all the boys in the outfit. 
Frischmann and Schulwitz in the reproduction trailer. 
The mud and Lewis fought it out at St. Nick. 
At Romilly, we found American armament being refitted for German use. 
99 
The best call of all -
"CHOW". 
Christmas dinner with all 
the tr1mmings. 
This always happened to 
boxes from home. 
Grace Drysdale and 
Freddie Morgan double 
up on banjoes. 

Ratliff Curley Kegerreis W . Wilson Harper Epstein 
105 

"Mother" De Marco not only 
mended our clothes, but kept 
them clean as well. 
Thanks to Frank and that water 
heater, we managed to have 
hot showers wherever we went. 
Cool breezes through our open 
air showers discouraged leng-
thy soakings. 
Jerry planes were always a 
good excuse to pose for a 
corny picture. 
No wonder we had trouble 
finding Jerry airfields. They 
used stretchesoftheAutobahns 
as runways. 
109 
Pat Thomas, the best part of Hope's 
show. 
"There' ll be no promotion this side 
of the ocean." 
These swank top-hatters are German 
chimney sweeps. 
We laughed as "Hot lips" Hope stood 
up to play. 
At Furth, everyone took a crack at 
ping pong. 
Elbow bending was also a popular 
pastime. 
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boys who went to St. Gervais on furlough will 
. long remember such scenes as this. 
When we saw the ruins of Hitler's home, we wondered 
what it had looked like. This postcard shows us. 
It was very thoughtful of the Jerries to leave 
this luxurious swimming pool forthe G. I.'s 
around Nurnberg. 
The Bob Hope show was probably 
the only show that could keep so 
many G. I.'s out in a hot sun. 
Rural Germany was usualy very 
picturesque and sometimes 
seemed a little unreal. 
117 
B.etween outdoor athletics and sweating out redeployment, we managed to keep busy after V . E. Day. 
119 
Lt. Oliver 
Glenn 
Davis 
Draper 
Desilets 
Trump 
Sell~h 
Tennant 
Mimms 
Osfronic 
Wade 
0' Toole 
A. M.Smith 
Green 
S. Lacey 
Ruberia 
Dau 
Sicilano 
Walker 
Akins 
Lippincoff 
Fennel 
Harvel 
Jaramillo 
Winklbauer 
Hill 
Buchfuhrer 
S. Lacey 
Acevedo 
Neely 
Nordensfrom 
Karasik 
Dames 
Henkin 
Cat. Dunn 
Maj. Jump 
Chandler 
Bordinski 
Clause 
Judich 
Chiccoffi 
Noonan 
Field 
Helfman 
Becksfedf 
McCall 
Klose 
Halpin 
Hoehne 
Frischmann 
Lauferhahn 
Williams 
Mortimer 
Schulwifz 
Leahy 
Parrish 
Ben neff 
Lee Risley Dunbar Monat Zink Webster Urolsky Lt. Chicazol< 
The Nurnberg stadium will never again 
echo a thunderous "Sieg Heil" in response 
to Hitler's hollow promises. 
Let the Germans remember the 
rights of other people as they 
pick their way through the ruins 
of their once proud cities. 
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES 
Benito Acevedo 
Hebbronville, Texas 
William Akins 
General Delivery 
Quitman, Ga. 
Llovd T. Ard 
222i N. 7 Ave. 
Pensacola, Fla. 
Henry J. Axson 
750 Meeting St. 
West Columbia, S. C. 
Iienry Ii. Baber 
7!8 King St. 
Pottstown, Penna. 
frank S. Baggiano 
20 Derby St. 
.Jamestown, N. Y. 
edward J. Bailey 
700 Scribner St. N. W. 
0:-and Rapids, Miclt. 
William D. Bailey 
2420 Abercorn 
Savannah, Ga. 
James C. Barlow 
Muscogee, Fla. 
Douglas L. Barnes 
440 Prospect Ave. 
Brookly n, N. Y. 
Daniel E. Bartlett 
89 Vays St. 
Rochester 9. N. Y. 
Kemper T. Beasley 
1632 - 7 St. 
Portsmouth, Ohio 
John T. Beckstett 
2639 Powhattan Pkwy. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Thomas E. Bellore 
326 Superior St. 
Antigo, Wise. 
Nathan Bennett 
4937 N. 13 St. 
Philadelphia, Penna. 
Martin P. Bereki, Jr. 
Box 133 Thomas Ave. 
\Vest Creek, N. J. 
Elbert G. Bettis 
Midland, Va . 
John Bia•g.ioni 
320 E. 5 St. 
Spring Valley , Ill. 
Samuel B. Bi_gham 
Box 154 
Pontotoc, Miss. 
Clifford E. Binford 
1016 Lawrence St. 
Houston, Texas 
George L. Birbas 
293 E. 2 St. 
Brooklyn, N. Y . 
Allan R. Black 
flint fed. of Musicians 
128 W. Court St. 
flint, Mich. 
Iienry E. Blackmon 
l(oute 1 Box 80 
Pensacola, fla. 
Charles T. Blair 
Oakland , Ill. 
fred A. Blanchard 
408 15 St. 
Newark, N. J. 
John A. Borgeson 
927 N. W. 47 Terrace 
Miami, Fla. 
Ray mond Bordinski 
502 Otisco St. 
Sy racu se, N. Y. 
O'Niell J. Boureaux 
609 Greffer St. 
J-larvey, La. 
.Everett D. Boy d 
1016 S. E. 3 St. 
Mineral Well s, Texas 
C y ru s L. Brannon 
Route 1 
Inm an, S. C. 
Ralph E. Briley 
118 W . 3 St. 
Xenia, Ohio 
Willie .T. Brogden 
McKenzie, Ala. 
Charles W. Brown 
P. 0. Box 194 
DuBois, Penna. 
Arthur Buchfuhrer 
1157 St. Johns Pl. 
Brookl vn, N. Y. 
George W . Bushbv 
4606 Park lieights· Ave. 
Baltimore, Md. 
John Butina 
590 Whipple Ave. 
Campbell, Ohio 
Vincent W. Butler 
6133 N. Washtenaw Ave 
Chicago, Ill. 
Paul f. B yer 
328 Grove Ave. 
Johnstown, Penna. 
Albert f . Caldwell 
805 Meadow Av e 
Scranton, Penna. 
Joseph Cannella 
2720 Wall ace 
Chicago 16, Ill. 
Iiarry J. Carlin 
309 Clevel and Ave. 
!-Iarrison, N. J. 
Anthony M. Carusone 
51 Sarato_ga Ave. 
Rochester, N. Y. 
William Ii. Chandler 
R. F. D. 1 
Chester, Penna. 
George W . Childs 
Doy les town, Penna. 
Charles R. Cook 
f-; 14'12 S . Main St. 
f" os torio, Ohio 
127 
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Dominick J. Coppola 
192 fulton Pl. 
Paterson 1, N. J. 
Gerard R Corbeil 
32 Pearl St. 
Webster, Mass. 
William M. Corbin 
3403 42 St. 
Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
Elmer A. Cox 
Stearns, Ky. 
Leland G. Crews 
Venus, Pia. 
Nicholas G. Crillv 
174 Ripley St. " 
San francisco, Calif. 
Darrell L. Cro·uch 
Lake Linden, Mich. 
Joseph J. Curley 
Stonington St. 
I-Iartford, Conn. 
James H. Curry, Jr. 
214 S. 5 St. 
Alhambra, Calif. 
Gerard L. Dames 
364 S. Chicago St. 
Joliet, Til. 
Jesse W. Dau 
2417 Parkell Ave. 
r't. W ayne, Ind. 
fredric C. Dauble 
71-40 68 Pl. 
Glendale, L. I., N. Y. 
Elmer Dav.is 
31-- 74 29 St. 
Astoria, L. I., N. Y. 
Roccco DeBenedetto 
832 A dee Ave. 
Bronx, N. Y. 
frank .T. Dec 
1006 Moss St. 
l1ammond, Ind. 
Domonic M. DeMarco 
188 White Horse Pike 
Hammonton, N. J. 
Eugene f. Dennie 
410 Poplar St. 
r t. Wayne, Ind. 
Vernon R. Denning 
1617 Long Ave. 
Nashville 6, Tenn. 
Herman A. Derrick 
J:<oute 2 Box 38 
Chapin, S. C. 
Joseph DeVitis 
535 Chartiers St. 
Canonsburg, Penna. 
Paul G. Desilets 
41 Grove St. 
Lowell, Mass. 
Walter J. Dietl 
1415 N. 5 St. 
Mankato, Minn. 
Edgar E. Dietrich 
125 franklin Terrace 
Maplewood, N. J. 
Vito J. Dominy 
340 Sip Ave. 
Jerse y City, N. J. 
Delmar J. Dopp 
Ancell, Mo. 
Querino W. Drago 
1433 82 St. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Joseph Dunbar 
215 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Yonkers, N. Y. 
Leonard Dworniczek 
18 Rue des 7 Tours a Chouse 
VarangeviJle (M et M) 
france 
Ernest T. Edwards 
2118 Denwiddie Ave. 
Ric'hmond , Va. 
Arne Ekerman 
R 1, 1115 Washington St. 
Valparaiso, Ind. 
Herbert A. Epstein 
482 Woodland St. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Kenneth field 
Box 112 
Wonewoc, Wise. 
Es!ie fish 
Box 2537 
Gideon, Mo. 
Lewis J. fox 
103 Clay St. 
Tiffin, Ohio 
George G. Freeman 
320 Central St. 
Springfield, Mass. 
Howard C. Friery 
2347 Woods St. 
Wheeling, W.Va. 
frank J. Frischmann 
107--14 104 St. 
Ozone Park, Queens, N. Y. 
Willis R. Fugett 
Route 1 
Jackson, Ohio 
Henman Garrett 
Box 214 
Schoolfield, Va. 
Lawrence A. Gertz 
Steele, N. Dak. 
Willard L. Gillespie 
Carbon Hill, Ala. 
John A. Girton 
315 El-dred St. 
Williamsport, Penna. 
Donald L. Glenn 
Lockport, N. Y. 
Anton Gluck 
815 W. 181 St. 
New York, N. Y. 
Max E. Goar 
307 N. 9 St. 
Richmond, Ind. 
John W. Godsey 
846 Beech Ave. 
N. S. Pittsburgh, Penna. 
Bertram S. Goldman 
1718 :Estes Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Ivan C. Gordon 
710 Jackson St. 
Ft. Wayne, Ind. 
Robert :E. Graybeal 
70 N. Main St. 
Port Deposit, Md. 
Henry :E. Green, Jr. 
Box 48 
Martinsville, Ohio 
Limo E. Grjggs 
Neches, Texas 
Leonard A. Guadiana 
106 School St. 
Yonkers 2, N. Y. 
John V. Gu);lielmino 
4454 W. 148 St. 
Cleveland 11, Ohio. 
Bolesla w Guzik 
1108 :E. 2 St. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
:Edward J. Iialpin 
1150 Garrison Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 
Gra ydon A. Iianchey 
Dry Creek, La. 
George C. Iiansel 
454 Lamparter St. 
Akron, Ohio 
Albert W. Iiarman 
40 :E. 4 St. 
Oswego, N. Y. 
William J. Iia~rper 
3312 5 St. 
Meridian, Miss. 
Alvin A. Ii.arrah 
743 Viq;inia St. W. 
Charleston, W. Va. 
:Edward J. Iiarris 
10 Assumption Ave. 
Worcester, Mass. 
Jesse A. Iiartly 
Natural Bridge, Va. 
Route 1 
John F. Iieinis 
R. F. D. 3 
Laconia, N. Ii. 
John Nl. Iieltman 
624 6 Ave. 
Williamsport, Penna. 
Sidnev Iienkin 
1397 E. 2 St. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Frank Iiervol 
287 Wvlie Ave. 
Strabane, Penna. 
Robert L. Iiicks 
Route 13 
:Emerson, Ark. 
William J. Ii.ill, Jr. 
5906 57 St. 
Maspeth Queens, N. Y. 
Robert :E. Iiodges 
Route 3 
Rutledge, Tenn. 
Lowell L. Iioehne 
R. F. D. 1 
Rochester, Ind. 
Robert L. Iiolapra 
Route 6 Box 265 
Du luth, Minn. 
Wilferd A. Iiolen 
General Deliverv 
Minot, N. Oak. · 
Earl F. Iiolke, 
Greenwood, Nebr. 
William Iirovat 
365 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Oakmont, Penna. 
Kenneth W. Iiug-hes 
1\ou te 1 
Buffalo Valley, Tenn. 
Iivman Iiurwitz 
808 Adee Ave. 
Bronx, N. Y. 
James D. Iiutton 
Route 1 
Davi·dson, Okla. 
Gennaro Iannazzo 
117 Blair Ave. 
Clairton, Penna. 
tienman Infing-er 
R. F. D. 1 
Defuniak Springs, Fla. 
Luis G. Izaguirre 
4135 Rayno! St. 
Los Angeles 32, Calif. 
Antonio C . .Jaramillo 
1015 32 St. 
Galveston, Texas 
Iiarry W. Jarvis 
3519a N. 11 St. 
St. Lo·uis 7, Mo. 
Paul :E. Johns 
19 N Wayne St. 
Lewistown, Penna. 
Gordon :E. Johnston 
West Rutl and, Vt. 
Severo G. Juarez 
General Deliverv 
San Diego, Texas 
Robert Kanter 
101 Post Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 
Abraham B. Karasik 
1717 Bryant Ave. 
Bronx, N. Y. 
i'<"elson P. Kegerreis 
Route 4 
Chambersburg, Penna. 
Clyde W. Kemper 
1525B Cass Ave. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Iiarold G. Kempton 
Curtis, Nebr. 
Andrew J. Kilgore 
138 S. Iiil! St. 
Morristown, Tenn. 
129 
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Elmer N. Killion 
Box 17, Brown Co. 
May, Texas 
George J. Kistner 
122 Bergen Pike 
Ridgefield Park, N. J. 
Ludwig Klinger 
7425 62 St. 
Glendale 
Brooklyn 27, N. Y. 
Warren 0. Klose 
2"i Lincoln Ave. 
Carteret, N. J. 
George R. Knight 
146 S. High School Rd. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
Bernard R. Knox 
Altoona, Iowa 
Donald J. Kramer 
1102 Anderson Ave. 
Olean, N. Y. 
francis J. Kreitler 
945 Market St. 
Ste. Genevieve, Mo. 
Louis Kriegler 
1921'/• Missouri Ave. 
Omaha, Nebr. 
.111 ilton Krizer 
42 Tillinghast St. 
Newark, N. J. 
Louis E. Kroupa 
Smithtown Ave. 
Bohemia, N. Y. 
Eugene Kuykendall 
83 Sheridan St. N. E. 
Washington, D. C. 
Harvey J. La Barre 
31 North A St. 
Taftville, Conn. 
James D. Lacy 
802 N. Mill St. 
Orrville, Ohio 
:::terling W. Lacey 
Route 1 
Elvins, Mo. 
Uerald P. Lammers 
711 forest Ave. 
ferguson, Mo. 
Paul D. Langendorfer 
248 Stillman Court 
Toledo 5, Ohio 
George V. Lapp 
101~31 133 St. 
I\ichmond Hill 19 
Long; Island, N. Y. 
Arnold C. Larson 
4849 W. Ohio St. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Stanley J. Lauer 
Ellisville, 
SL Louis Co., Mo. 
Clifford H. Lauterhahn 
19 Oak St. 
Belleville, N. J. 
.John J. Leahy 
5 Bournedale Rd. 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
James W. fLee, Jr. 
1338 Taft Road 
W. Englewood. N. J. 
Charles H. Lemenu 
5027 Lakeview 
Detroit, Mich. 
John D. Levengood 
440 liigh St. 
Pottstown, Penna. 
Clyde Leverett 
Menard, Texas 
Stanley R. Lewis 
344 97 Street 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Prank J. Lezu 
824 W. Lindsey Ave. 
South Bend, Ind. 
Lester Lieberman 
1945 Davidson Ave. 
Bronx 53, N. Y. 
Richard C. Lippincott 
220 Pultnez St. 
Geneva, N. Y. 
James L. Litsinger 
2656 Jefferson St. 
Harrisburg, Penna. 
Harry A. Lundquist 
cia Dahl>gren 
Route 1, Everett, Wash. 
Lewis W. Lucas 
221 Henrietta St. 
Pekin, Ill. 
Charles W. Lyell 
Old Hickory, Tenn. 
Vv'illiaan J. Lyons 
1330 2 Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 
Elton E. Lysak 
54 Pershing Ave. 
Seymour, Conn. 
I 
Robert E. McCarrick 
202 Vennum Ave. 
Mansfield, Ohio 
Cleman S. McCoY. 
R. P. D. 1 
Volga, W. Va. 
John A. McKay 
Wagram, N. C. 
Max A. Magann 
Box 784 
155 Janet St. 
Jielper, Utah 
William Mann, Jr. 
Hellem, Penna. 
Prank W. Maresca 
129 Dwight St. 
Jersey City 5, N. J. 
Joseph Mason 
118 A Westwood Gardens 
Jackson, Tenn. 
Daniel P. Mattison 
Tnhnny Cake Road 
Ellicott City, Md. 
I 
Owen J. Maupin 
Route 2 Box 595 
Battle Creek, Mic'h. 
George C. Milburn 
Belle Fourche, S. Dale 
Ernest R. Miller 
115 N. 9 St. 
Sag.inaw, Mich. 
Patrick L. Miller 
2070 Union St. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Thomas W. Mims 
General Delivery 
Willacoochee, Ga. 
J. B. Mitchell 
Route 2 Box 453 B 
Oxfor-d Drive 
Memphis, Tenn. 
Emmett E. Mohr 
I<. F. D. 1 
Espyville, Penna. 
fred Monat 
515 Chester St. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Henery A. Moore 
Box 959 
Ocoee, Fla. 
James R Moore 
Wide Creek, Ky. 
.Jame~ T. Moore 
Conway, Ky. 
Uhle S. Moorer 
Bay Minette, Ala. 
Calvin A. Moran 
Montebello, Va. 
Maurice J. Moran 
38 Emerson St. 
tast Orange, N. I. 
Candelario Moreno 
Eagle Pass, Texas 
Ravmond B. Morris 
·43....:_ 11 Oleane St. 
Elm, L I., N. Y. 
Roy Morris 
610 N. Jackson 
Palestine, Texas 
Wilbert Morris 
Route 2 
Wister, Okla. 
Harold H. Morrison 
Box 26 
Burlington, Ind. 
Michael J. Mortimer 
676 Post Rd. 
Trainer, Penna. 
J'/iichele Muscedere 
310 7 Ave.' 
Aliquippa, Penna. 
Harold L. Myers 
R. F. D. 1 
Boyertown, Penna. 
James V. Nash 
1000 Ooldbrook St. N. E. 
Orand Rapids, Mich. 
John Neely 
4191/2 W. 3 St. 
Sioux City, Iowa 
Virgil D. Neeley 
Box 145 
Arma, Kan. 
Donald J. Newman 
Room 8, Penney Bldg . 
Bucyrus, Ohio 
Everett F. Newton 
22 School St. 
Middleboro, Mass. 
Bernard Nichols 
General Delivery 
Minot, N. Dak. 
Bart Noonan 
20 Forbes St. 
.Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
Joseph B. Nowicki 
33 Sumner Pl. 
Buffalo 11, N. Y. 
Lawrence E. Nordenstrom 
Henriette, Minn. 
Stanley R Ostapowicz 
881 11 St. N. W. 
Orand Rarids, Mich. 
Paul E. Ostronic 
2007 Deer Park Blvd. 
Omaha, Nebr. 
C'harles J. O'Toole 
6222 Plymouth 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Elmore W. Paris 
Box 485 
Lyndonville, Vt. 
Lloyd W. Parks 
R. f. D. 1 
Durand, Mich. 
Melvin E. Parrish 
Freeland, Md. 
Pasquale D. Pellegrino 
9 Lewis Lane 
\Vesterly, R. I. 
William R Phillips 
805 Tremont Ave. S. W. 
Massillon, Ohio. 
Russell Phillips 
Route 1 
Sarasota, Fla. 
Harland f. Pierce 
Waterbury, Vt. 
Prcrl Post 
2108 W. 13 St. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Newton L. Prince 
Sherwood, Tenn. 
Frank A. Q.ueirolo 
Box 652 
Sonora, Calif. 
Warren E. Ratliff 
1761 Central Ave. 
Middletown, Ohio 
131 
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.. 
Herman A. Reed 
General Delivery 
Leon, Okla. 
Russell J. R.ezatuso 
20 Erie St. 
Mt. Morris, N. Y. 
Joseph B. Reilly 
447 Prospect St. 
East Orange, 1'-i'. J. 
Martin C. Risley 
1850 Marye St. 
Alexandris, La. 
Samuel G. Rnberts 
Osborne, Ky. 
Henry A. Robinson 
17 War·d St. 
Carrollton, Ga. 
Jess A. Robinson 
2149 S. Grand Ave 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Albert E. Rodzers 
Kellettville, Penna. 
Alfred Ruberia 
1650 Elmwood Ave. 
Cranston, R.. I. 
Wilham W. Runyon 
325 Woodside Ave. 
Newark, N. J. 
Norman R. Saffor·d 
Bowling Green, Ky. 
Charles H. Salisbury 
R. F. D. 1 
Milford, N. H. 
Vernon S. Salz,man 
19 Legion PI. 
Closter, N. J. 
Max R. Sanderson 
333 W. Market St. 
Xenia, Ohio 
Steve J. Sapulak 
763 Miller St. 
Luzerne. Penna. 
William Schiraldi 
1312 Bushwick Ave. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
lierman P. Schuchman 
277 Peshine Ave. 
Newark 8, N. J. 
Karl H. Schulwitz 
168 Sherman Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 
Edwin A. Sc'hutte 
1117 Wisconsin Blvd. 
Dayton, Ohio 
Harvey D. Schwarz 
R. F. D. 1 
DeW'itt, Iowa 
Peter M. Scolaro 
855 E. 178 St. 
Bronx 60, N. Y. 
Romeo V. Scribi 
33 Albertina St. 
Quincy, Mass. 
Herbert F. Selbach 
309 E. Pleasant St. 
Portage, Wise. 
George E. Selleh 
Eigin, Texas 
Eugene F. Shemanske 
4425 30 Ave. 
Kenosha, Wise. 
Michael Shuga 
3581 W. 46 St. 
Cleveland 2, Ohio 
Carmen A. Siciliano 
R. F. D. 1 
Sewell, N. J. 
Joseph J. Sikora 
1417 River St. 
Hyde Park 36, 
Boston, Mass. 
Ramon A. Sipolino 
425 Canal St. 
Leechburg, Penna. 
Allen V. Smith 
Box 317 
Hadley, Minn. 
Arnold M. Smith 
4108 Parksi·de Ave. 
Philadelphia, Penna. 
Harold E. Smith 
J 902 Fletcher St. 
Anderson, Ind. 
James B. Southard 
Manhattan, N. Y. 
Denver E. Sp·urlock 
Spring Hill, Va. 
Vin~ent S. Stark 
1103 1 Ave. W. 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
A<lfred W. Stevens 
809 Stockbridze Ave. 
Kalamazoo, Mic'h. 
Morris A. Stevenson 
Route 1 
Bearden, Ark. 
Joseph J. Stonehill 
1365 W. 7 St. 
New York, N. Y. 
George J. Sutkoff 
5581/2 E. 11 St. 
Erie, Penna. 
Robert G. Symons 
R. F. D. 1 Box 259 
Wilkes Barre, Penna. 
Arthur P. Tennant 
Route 1, Tobias Rd. 
Clio, Mich. 
Salvatore Tirone 
11 Kent St. 
Newburyport, Mass. 
Salvador Torrez 
Hoisington, Kan. 
John E. Trask 
Route 8 Box 16 
Fresno, Calif. 
I 
Robert T. Trump 
502 John St. 
Norristown, Penna. 
Chester M. Turner 
314 N. Hillcrest Ave. 
Yakima, Wash. 
Rocco W. Turso 
120 N. E. 3 St. 
Miami, Fla. 
Edward H. Ulbright 
424 Or.anado St. 
San Antonio 1, Texas 
Jacob Urofsky 
1184 Cromwell Ave. 
New York, N. Y. 
William E. Usmar 
829 3 Ave. 
Williamsport 4, Penna. 
Walter G. Van Leer 
1352 East Crease St. 
Philadelphia, Penna. 
Willie E. Varnedoe 
Route 3 
Nichalls, Ga. 
Edwin Veitz 
221 Jefferson St. 
Oregon City, Oregon 
Lester Ventura 
417 Turner St. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
frank J. Viggiano 
966 70 St. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Louis f. Votino 
396 17 St. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Grady Wade 
Route 2 
Gommerce, Ga. 
Iiarry M. Walker 
Edna Ave, & Hammonds ferry 
l<.oad 
Lansdowne, Md. 
francis J. Waller 
1033 Hasbrook Ave. 
Kansas City 3, Kan. 
Arthur T. Walsh 
1661 Wor.maten St. 
Phila·delphia, Penna. 
Donald W. Walton 
2110 W. Garrison St. 
fremont, Ohio · 
Will H. Weaver 
Box 4 
McNary, Texas 
Russel J. Webster 
3591 Alta St. 
fresno, Calif. 
Charles S . Weinstein 
708 W. 177 St. 
New York, N. Y. 
Stanley E. Whiting 
319 5 Ave. N. W. 
Rochester, M·inn. 
Joserh L. Wickes 
60 Orand Pl. 
Arlington, N. J. 
Roy H. Williams 
333 6 St. 
Niag-ara falls, N. Y. 
\Villiam H. Williamson 
332 Tranquil Ave. 
Charlotte 3, N. C. 
Harley L. Wilson 
Trout Run, Lycoming Co. 
Penna. 
Woodrow L. Wilson 
1247 College St. 
Alameda, Calif. 
Joseph J. Winklbauer 
1711 9 Ave. 
Altoona, Penna. 
Glenn A. Winters 
510 Washing-ton Court 
Sheboyg-an, Wise. 
Mitchell R. Wrig-ht 
009 flovd St. 
Covingfon, Ga. 
Paul P. Yaloures 
2219a Benton Terrace 
St. Louis 10, Mo. 
Warren J. Yaussy 
R. f. D. 1 
Bucyrus, Ohio 
Leo Yeg-lic 
423 Coleman St. 
San Antonio, Texas 
Walter M. Yeknich 
117 W. High St. 
Jeffersonville, Ind. 
Bronislaw S. Zaranek 
34 Indian Leap St. 
Indian Orchard, Mass. 
Norman H. Zink 
R. f. D. 2 
Montgomery, N. Y. 
Laurin B. Zylstra 
Box 87 
Oak Harbor, Wash. 
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